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1. Introduction

This paper reviews the distribution of gas reserves both worldwide and in the Middle
East. As more gas is produced in "difficult" environments, either at long distances
from markets or from more complex reservoirs there is a need to curtail costs by
improving exploration success, reducing well costs and by increasing the reserves
produced per well. Continuing advances in technology can make a major impact in
achieving these goals. Historically, the innovative use of technology has resulted in
significant increases in the value of oil and gas developments.

2. Gas reserves: global overview

The various estimates that have been made for the total, remaining, proven,
conventional, gas reserves in the world are in the range of 4570 Tcf to 5230 Tcf. The
countries of the Former Soviet Union and the Middle East dominate world gas
reserves, containing 40 % and 32 % respectively of the total proven reserves (Figure
1). Both are remote from the mature gas markets, North America and Europe, as well
as the growing markets for gas (Asia and Latin America).

Estimates of the global undiscovered gas reserves are of the same order of magnitude
as the remaining proven gas reserves (5000 Tcf), again with a high proportion in the
Former Soviet Union and"the Middle East.

At the current rate of production the proven natural gas reserves of the Former Soviet
Union are sufficient to last 79 years while those of ihe Middle East would last over
370 years. In contrast the conventional gas reserves of the U.S.A. are only sufficient
for 10 years at the current rate of consumption.

The decline in the gas reserves of North America and Europe suggests that they may
be supplied from more remote sources in the future. This will be compounded by the
rapid decline in oil production in North America, Europe and the Former Soviet
Union expected early in the 21st Century. Natural gas could help to compensate for
this decline in oil production in the mature markets~if adequate LNG processing and
transport systems are established.

This will present die industry with major commercial and technical challenges.

3. Middle East Gas Reserves

Despite holding over 30% of the world's proven gas reserves (about 1590 Tcf), the
Middle East accounts for under 5% of global gas consumption. The largest reserves
are in Iran (46 % of the Middle East reserves) and Qatar
(16 %) with substantial volumes in Abu Dhabi and Saudi Arabia, each with 12 %
(Figure 2). With the current low production rates the proven gas reserves in the
majority of the countries in the Middle East would last hundreds of years.
4. Uncertainties in reserve estimation

While the range between the minimum and maximum world reserve estimate is only
14% of the minimum value, the range for individual areas is significantly wider;
Western Europe (43 %), Asia & Australasia (39 %) and Latin America (32%).
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These ranges reflect the inherent uncertainties associated with reserve estimation:

The uncertainties associated with GIIP and recovery factor calculation.

Uncertainty in the proportion of the gas in place that constitutes
"conventional" and "unconventional" reserves.

The difficulties in building up a comprehensive inventory of all the
proven gas accumulations.

In the southern North Sea basin gas field reserve estimate changes through time have
been well documented and illustrate the uncertainties associated with GIIP and
recovery factor calculation (Figure 3). The major uncertainties in estimating reserves
in these fields are largely due to the difficulty in mapping reservoir effectiveness,
estimating the degree of reservoir connectivity together with appreciating the
uncertainties associated with calculating the bulk rock volume of the reservoirs.

For these fields the uncertainties associated with the calculation of water saturation,
estimating the gas-water contact elevations and determining the degree of aquifer
influx usually are not significant. This contrasts with dolomitized limestone reservoirs
in the Middle East where the determination of connected porosity, water saturation
and contact elevation is problematic.

For the larger fields (with reserves greater than ITcf) the reserve estimates have not
changed markedly through time because there have not been major revisions to the
reservoir description. The reserve estimates for the smaller fields have changed in
some cases dramatically, by more than 50 % because of uncertainties associated with
the reservoir mapping that existed at the time the fields were developed.

In the U.S.A. unconventional gas reserves in "tight" rock, with permeabilities of less
than about 0.5 millidarcy are significant. Uncertainty exists as to the proportion of
this gas that is recoverable. Reserve estimates have risen dramatically as technology
has been developed over the past ten years to exploit these "tight" gas sands. While
the U.S.A. is estimated to have less than 200 Tcf of conventional gas reserves;
reserves growth from these conventional reservoirs combined with the additional
reserves in tight gas sands suggest remaining reserves of about 1,400 Tcf. (Figure 4
from Fisher, 1994).

In other areas of the world there is the potential to exploit similar significant
unconventional gas reserves in "tight' rocks once their development becomes
economic.
5. Gas field reserves growth

The pattern of reserves growth for the relatively young, offshore North Sea gas fields
is different to that of the U.S. gas fields; mature fields, onshore and often with
declining production. The U.S. fields generally were developed with small pilot
production schemes. Reserves grew rapidly as the full potential of the fields were
recognised (Figure 5). During the early 1980's gas field reserves grew more rapidly
than those of oil fields as the "tight" gas sands were exploited (Altanasi and Root,
1994).

The typical North Sea gas field was developed with a production scheme designed to
exploit the total field. This required a relatively accurate estimate of the field reserves
before the development was sanctioned. Thus reserves growth usually has been small
since the start of production.



The reserve growth histories of these two gas provinces; one offshore and relatively
young and the other onshore and mature can be extrapolated to other similar
producing areas of the world.

6. Application of technology

As more gas is produced from difficult environments there is a need to reduce well
costs, increase reserves produced per well and improve exploration success.
Technologies that are making major contributions to these goals are:

Massive hydraulic fracturing
Seismic reservoir monitoring
3D visualisation
Non - conventional wells

Massive hydraulic fracturing

As more tight gas reservoirs are being developed in North America, Europe and
elsewhere much effort has been concentrated on the design of the massive hydraulic
fracture stimulations necessary to achieve economic flow rates. In recent years
significant research has been undertaken to achieve the optimum fracture size as well
as ensuring more effective proppant placement, resulting in significant cost savings.

The increase in flow rates achieved due to massive hydraulic fracturing depends on
the reservoir fluids and the matrix permeability. Larger folds of increase are obtained
from gas reservoirs (3 to 8) than oil reservoirs (1.5 to 2.5) and from tight rocks (>20)
than from more permeable rocks.

"Tip Screen -Out" fracturing, recently developed by BP and used on the Ravenspurn
South gas field, has allowed cost effective stimulation of sandstones with
permeabilities of between lmD and lOOmD (averaging 2mD) by forcing more
proppant into the fractures and creating belter fracture conductivity. (Martins et al.,
1989). Conventional fracture designs would have limited the productivity increase in
these more permeable gas bearing sands to three fold while TSO fracturing has
resulted in productivity increases of up to seven fold.

Seismic reservoir monitoring

Conventionally the production performance of a field is predicted by reservoir
simulation, validated by comparison with surveillance data from wells and by
matching production history. Field production information is obtained only at well
locations. Better performance predictions would be obtained if we could monitor fluid
movements between wells. This would lresult in improved reservoir management.

3D seismic has the greatest potential to provide information on fluid movements;
especially in unconsolidated sands containing gas or light oil. Other techniques have
varying potential. 2D seismic is cheaper but gives less information, VSPs give limited
lateral cover while cross-well imaging requires two wells less than 750m apart.

In Heimdal field Elf have demonstrated that seismic monitoring by the repeated
acquisition of 2D seismic data can be a low cost alternative to drilling wells in areas
outside of existing well control in gas reservoirs both for monitoring fluid movements
and defining volumes of possible trapped gas. (Grinde et al., 1994)

3D visualisation

3D visualisation displays in a fine grid model all the reservoir information in one
place and provides a close link with the flow simulator. Linked with the stochastic



fine-scale 3D reservoir description, it has the potential to be a powerful way of
ranking potential well locations. When non - conventional wells are being drilled, the
3D model updated with data from the new well can be used in making decisions to
adjust the well path.

Non - conventional wells

High angle and horizontal wells have demonstrated over recent years the potential to
maximise the pay zone footage penetrated, the well flow rates and the reserves
produced per well. The technology to drill multilateral wells, two or more productive
wellbores from a single wellhead, is advancing rapidly giving the opportunity for
further reduction of development drilling costs.

The selection of the optimal well paths for non - conventional wells and the design of
the well targets and completions can be greatly enhanced by using 3D seismic data
and 3D visualisation displays. The increasing ability to drill cheap non - conventional
wells means that smaller accumulations can be produced economically. These
advances in drilling techniques in recent years are requiring more precise reservoir
descriptions.

The history of drilling horizontal wells through the gas reservoirs in the V Fields in
the southern North Sea shows that these wells improve the chances of achieving
commercial gas production from heterogeneous sandstones with thin permeable
intervals which often are not areally extensive (Robertson et al., 1992).

The productivity of tight carbonate and sandstone reservoirs can be increased
significantly by massive hydraulic fracturing and non - conventional wells.

7. Conclusions

• North America has only ten years supply of conventional gas at the present rate of
consumption. This shortfall will be compounded by the rapid decline in oil
production in North America, Europe and the Former Soviet Union expected early
in the 21st Century. Natural gas could help to compensate for this decline in oil
production in the mature markets if adequate LNG processing and transport
systems are established.

• The countries of the Former Soviet Union and the Middle East dominate world
gas reserves, containing 40 % and 32 % respectively of the total proven volume.
Both are remote from the mature as well as the growing markets for gas. This
presents the industry with major commercial and technical challenges for the
future.

In the future a higher proportion of gas will be produced from complex reservoirs.
To produce this gas economically will be a challenge in terms of reducing well
costs, increasing well productivity and the reserves produced per well in addition
to improving exploration success.

Technologies that are making major contributions to producing gas from these
reservoirs are:

Massive hydraulic fracturing. In recent years research has been concentrated on
increasing fracture conductivity through more effective proppant placement,
resulting in significant cost savings.
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Seismic reservoir monitoring can provide information on fluid movements,
especially in porous sandstones containing gas or light oil, leading to improved
reservoir mangement.

3D visualisation will develop into a powerful tool for ranking potential well
locations. During the drilling of non - conventional wells, the 3D model updated
with data from the new well can be used to optimise the well path.

Non - conventional wells have the potential to improve gas field economics by
giving higher well How rates and increased reserves produced per well.

The productivity of tight carbonate and sandstone reservoirs can be increased
significantly by making the maximum use of both massive hydraulic fracturing and
non - conventional well technologies.
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Global overview: Gas production and reserves
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How have gas field reserves grown ?
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Middle East Gas Utilization & Export Potential

Sylvie Cornot-Gandolphe

General Secretary, CEDIGAZ - France

ABSTRACT

There is huge gas supply potential in the Middle East, which possesses over one third of the
world's natural gas reserves. However, marketed production represents only 6% of the world
total, demonstrating that gas resources in the Middle East are underutilized. The value of
these resources will be realized only if the gas finds a commercial outlet that guarantees a
proper return on investments for gas producers and the best possible use of this nonrenewable
resource for governments. Apart from the chemical sector, which has provided a good outlet
for natural gas, the development of natural gas resources in the region has been very limited
historically, inhibited by many factors linked to the resource itself and to the characteristics of
the region. However, natural gas in the Middle East is now at a crossroads, facing both major
challenges and significant opportunities. The region, which currently plays only a marginal
role on the world gas market, has the potential to become a leading world supplier, provided a
number of political and economic conditions are fulfilled.

This paper discusses some of the challenges that Middle Eastern countries face in trying to
develop their natural gas resources. It reviews development potential for Middle Eastern gas
reserves, whether for local use and/or exports, and it highlights future opportunities.



1. Vast resources
The gas potential of the Middle East is immense. Natural gas reserves were estimated at
45,000 Bern (about 1600 Tcf) as of January 1st, 1994, i.e. 30% of the world total. At present
production rates they could last 272 years.

However, they are unequally distributed throughout the region. Iran has the largest reserves,
just less than half of the total. Five other countries, Qatar, the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Iraq and
Kuwait, account for 50% of the region's total.

In spite of long years of exploration, the region still offers good prospects for the discovery of
new gas reserves.

Firstly, exploration has not been very intense, leaving room for further discoveries. Secondly,
exploration in the Middle East aimed at finding oil. Until recently, gas discoveries were con-
sidered unattractive and many gas wells were capped and abandoned. Gas was not considered
to be valuable due to its very low market prices, and was generally flared. This had two con-
sequences:

• Most of the gas reserves in the region are associated gas.

• Data for nonassociated gas reserves are still very imprecise and most probably
underestimated.

Furthermore, exploration for gas is relatively recent. Deep drilling — more likely to find
gas — is also relatively new in the region, thus making it almost certain that major new fields
still remain to be found.

2. Gas development
Having gas reserves is not equivalent to supplying gas. The Middle East offers a good
illustration of this. In contrast to its reserves, the Middle East's gas production is limited and
accounts for only 6% of world production. Hence the region's gas resources are greatly
underutilized.

Natural gas production in the Middle East fluctuated during the 1980's with the level of crude
oil output, since most of it was associated gas. However, the recent development of nonasso-
ciated gas production has helped the countries to boost their gas output, independently of the
amount of oil production.

Gross production increased from 95 Bern to 217 Bern between 1983 and 1993, and today
represents 8% of the world total. Marketed production grew even more, almost tripling
from 45 Bern to 121 Bern. The ratio of utilized production also rose significantly from 48%
to 67%.

In fact, natural gas in the Middle East, mainly in its associated form, was long a wasted
resource. In the seventies, nearly 60 to 70% of the region's total production was flared. The
lack of commercial outlets justified the flaring of these large quantities of gas.

Although gas is still being flared now, the practice has been drastically reduced. Only 9% of
gross production is flared, a decrease from 105 Bern in 1976 to 20 Bern in 1993.

Gas reinjection is relatively widespread in some countries, such as Iran and Yemen.
Reinjection can help to boost or maintain oil production and also preserves associated gas
resources until economically sound development can be envisaged.

A large share of gross production consists of 'other losses' resulting from the extraction of
natural gas liquids. The Iiquefiable fractions of natural gas are of prime importance in the
Middle Eastern countries, where the equivalent of 25 Bern of gross production, i.e. a fifth of
the world total, is consumed by processing plants.



3. Utilization potential: Challenges and opportunities
Although the Middle East's gas potential is enormous, it is not matched by significant
development. Several reasons explain this lack of enthusiasm for natural gas. First of all,
some countries, such as Saudi Arabia for example, are endowed v/ith particularly large oil
reserves. As a result, they have no interest in developing natural gas resources for export,
since gas is more difficult and expensive to develop and transport than oil.

However, the chief explanation for the low level of development is related to the constraints
inherent to the resource itself and to the features specific to the region.

Some challenges to be overcome

• Transport disadvantage

Natural gas has a low energy density compared to oil, which implies that it is not
transported easily or cheaply. In the world, most natural gas is consumed in the country
where it is produced, only 16% is traded internationally. Capital expenditures and
transportation costs for gas by land transmission lines are three to five times higher
than for oil for the same energy content and 10 to 20 times higher for sea transpor-
tation. Over 5000 km lies between the Middle East and its major markets. This means
extremely high transportation costs and makes it difficult to implement capital-
intensive projects in a context of low energy prices. Development costs for future
Middle East gas export projects range between $4 and $5.5/MBtu, whereas recent
international gas prices have ranged between $2.5 and $3/MBtu in Europe, and
between $3.5 and $4/MBtu for Japan and the other Far Eastern importers. In these
conditions, none of the new projects is profitable, at least not if they target Europe.

• Heavy investments

Moreover, a natural gas scheme requires heavy investments. The gas industry is in fact
highly capital-intensive, especially for LNG. An LNG project of 5 Mt/y requires
investment of about $5 billion. Similarly, a long-distance gas pipeline with a capacity
of 25 to 30 Bcm/y will require an investment of about $10 billion. However, the Middle
East is faced with a lack of investment funds, due to low oil prices and considerable
debt repayment obligations.

• Long lead time

Furthermore, it takes a long time from when a gas project is first conceived to the time
when it is finally implemented, and this increases the financial and commercial risks
associated with the project. In fact, construction of new infrastructures (gas pipelines'
and liquefaction plants) has never been initiated without first guaranteeing the
commercial outlet through long-term contracts (generally 20 to 25 years).

• Political factors

The political instability of the region has not helped to develop international trading of
natural gas.

• Low population density

Finally, the low population density in some Middle Eastern countries makes
residential/commercial market development difficult.

The above-mentioned difficulties notwithstanding, there is an increasing number of gas
developments, local utilizations and export opportunities in the Gulf.
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A region with numerous assets

Indeed, the Middle Eastern countries possess considerable assets which should help promote
the expansion of their trade.

• Huge reserves and low-cost production

The Middle East has fields with enormous reserves, such as the North Field, one of the
biggest in the world. Production costs are low on these fields — the lowest in the world
— and in most cases there is a high percentage of gas liquids. The transportation
disadvantage with Middle Eastern gas is partially offset by revenues from the
significant quantities of gas liquids recovered from wellhead fluids.

• Wide growth margin for exports

The Middle Eastern countries offer a wide growth margin for exports, even though their
domestic consumption is rising. Furthermore, even though distances between the
Middle East and Europe or Asia are long, the Middle East is the nearest large supply
source for these markets, which desperately need to diversify their gas supplies.
Moreover, LNG supplies from the Middle East should target more than one regional
market.

• Major petrochemicals producer

Further development of Middle Eastern reserves will reinforce the region's position as a
major petrochemicals producer, the higher added value achieved will also offset the
transportation disadvantage.

In conclusion, the development potential for gas in the Middle East is enormous, in spite of
the distance separating it from the main consumer markets. The implementation of new
projects as well as their start-up date will of course depend on the combined influence of the
factors listed above. They will act both to promote a widening development of Middle
Eastern gas reserves and to hinder said development for political and economic reasons.

4. Local market
The size of the potential local gas market obviously depends on many factors, such as
population, the extent of economic and industrial development, climatic conditions, etc.

From this standpoint, the Middle Eastern countries do not offer good prospects. There is
little demand for space heating and populations are mostly relatively small (except for Iran).
Industrial activity does not exist historically and has to be created.

However, natural gas is a good strategy for the region's internal market since the maximi-
zation of local use allows displacement of oil that could otherwise be exported.

Hence, the demand for natural gas has developed rapidly during the last ten years and has
almost trebled from 43 Bern in 1983 to 122 Bern in 1993. The region's natural gas consuming
sectors differ basically from those in the rest of the world since energy and power generation
sectors take most of the gas, whereas these two sectors account for only about 40% of
worldwide gas consumption. The various gas consumption sectors offer contrasting growth
prospects.

• Energy sector

The energy sector consists of production, treatment, processing and transportation of oil and
gas. It absorbs about 29% of total gas consumption, reflecting the large size of the region's oil
and gas industry. In the future, energy-related consumption should increase, thanks to the
development of large gas projects based on wet gas, such as the North Field in Qatar, where
NGL extraction is a very valuable operation.



• Power generation

Currently, more than 30% of natural gas consumption in the region goes to power generation
and desalination plants. On a worldwide level, this sector offers the most promising growth
potential for natural gas demand. Some Middle Eastern countries face regular power
shortages, particularly in the hottest summer months. As such, a large number of combined-
cycle power plants are being contemplated in Saudi Arabia, Iran, Bahrain, etc. Power
generation demand, currently about 40 Bern, could more than double by 2010 and top
100 Bern.

• Industrial sector

Natural gas utilization as fuel by the industrial sector currently represents around 26% of the
total demand in the Middle East. The foreseeable consumption figures are limited, at least in
the scantily populated and already highly developed countries of the Gulf, where local
demand for energy-intensive industries could grow very little. Iran offers better prospects,
assuming project financing problems are successfully overcome.

• Residential and commercial sector

The household and commercial share in total consumption is only 6%. This is mainly due to
the lack of transmission infrastructures and market incentives. Demand by this sector is
expected to grow, though moderately, as new high-performing technologies begin to compete
with traditional LPG equipment. However, due to the difficulty of building gas networks in
most of these sparsely populated countries, growth will be limited to some countries, mainly
Iran where gas is replacing petroleum products.

• Petrochemicals: the major outlet for gas in the Middle East

8% of total demand is consumed by the petrochemicals industry. In the last two decades, the
Middle Eastern countries have developed large ammonia and methanol capacities, based on
the availability of cheap gas as feedstock.

Despite the poor economic results of the ammonia and urea industry over the past years,
some export-oriented projects are being built in various Middle Eastern countries, including
Qatar and Oman. They are destined to supply Indian market. Qatar has recently contracted
the building of a new ammonia-urea complex, which is the only firm project for new fertilizer
capacity in the Middle East.

The methanol market is more promising and new projects are being considered in the Middle
East. In Saudi Arabia, large methanol facilities are operational at Jubail and the building of an
additional large-scale methanol plant is under consideration. Good possibilities exist in other
countries, particularly Abu Dhabi and Qatar. For instance, Qatar is contemplating building
two large-scale methanol plants.

• New outlets

In the future, new outlets are going to be developed, such as the transportation fuels market.
Transport accounts for a sizeable amount of the total energy consumed in the world.
However, the use of natural gas in this sector is practically negligible, with only 3%
compared to 50% for crude oil. However, this market is set to show considerable growth in
the future, especially for middle distillate fuels, and may provide potential new demand for
gas. Today, two processes, one developed by Mobil and the other by Shell, are used to
convert natural gas to liquid fuels. These processes are an attractive option for locations
where natural gas is relatively cheap as a feedstock and where other options such as pipeline
gas or LNG exports are too expensive.

Finally, with heavier hydrocarbon fractions (ethane. LPG, condensates) being extracted from
gas fields, natural gas should be used even further in the production of olefins and aromatics.
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As a whole, domestic demand is anticipated to more than double by the year 2010, when total
demand could reach about 270 to 300 Bern, compared to 122 Bern in 1993. Moreover, the
needs of the petroleum industry (reinjection) will be high and could amount to 100 Bern.

It is clear therefore that the resource base of the Middle East vastly exceeds the region's
needs, with the result that exports to Europe and to the Asia/Pacific area should be considered
if these substantial reserves are to be utilized.

5. Export
The development of export schemes by pipeline and/or LNG tankers is high on the agenda of
virtually all Middle Eastern Governments and their foreign partners. However, the Middle
East accounted for only a very small share of international trade in 1993, limited to LNG
exports from Abu Dhabi to Japan. In the medium-to-long term, the region should play a vital
role in the international gas market. At least four other countries could become large natural
gas exporters : Qatar, Oman, Iran and Yemen. Middle Eastern gas can find outlets in three
major gas markets: the Indian subcontinent, the Far East and Europe, which will have large
deficits after 2000.

Pipelines versus LNG transportation

The choice between LNG and pipeline depends very much on specific circumstances, such as
geographic and political considerations, but certain determining factors will always apply.

Pipeline transportation between countries or nearby continents has so far taken the lion's
share of gas trade expansion. As a reminder, LNG accounts for only 24% of the total trade
worldwide. However, rebalancing natural gas markets by means of short-distance transpor-
tation and pipeline is reaching technical, economic, and indeed political limits.

• First of all, the increasing remoteness of potential resources compared to consuming
regions acts in favor of the development of LNG at the expense of pipelines. For short
distances and under easy conditions, the pipeline option may be preferred. For remote sources
of gas. the LNG option is economically more attractive, especially if pipelines would need to
be routed through difficult areas. The final decision is, however, likely to be heavily
influenced by other factors.

• LNG technology has been fully mastered. The modular development of LNG
production trains is well suited to meet the progressive growth of new LNG markets. It
allows additional trains to be built when an increase in demand is perceived, rather than
anticipating on potential demand which may not materialize. In a context of dwindling capital
resources, this sort of modular infrastructure growth is particularly attractive.

• Moreover, LNG provides greater flexibility and security than the pipeline option. It
allows a change of delivery location according to changed circumstances and exploitation of
market opportunities. In contrast, the political uncertainties and dependence associated with
the countries crossed by international gas pipelines could slow down the development of new
pipelines to the benefit of LNG.

Thus, after the turn of the century, LNG should emerge as the necessary route for the growth
in gas trade. With nearly 200 Bern in 2010, almost tripling in the space of 20 years, it could
account for a third of the total trade. In the Middle East, economic comparison between the
two options generally favors the pipeline option, which has the lower unit cost, at least if
India and Europe are the final destination. However, crossing many territories will hamper
the development of several pipelines, adding both insecurity and transit fees to the projects
and preference could be given to LNG projects.



LNG export projects

At least five Middle Eastern countries are listed among potentially big LNG suppliers: Abu
Dhabi, Qatar, Oman, Iran and Yemen.

• Abu Dhabi invested $1 billion to double the capacity of its Das Island liquefaction unit,
which now includes three trains. Production is sold to Tokyo Electric Power Company and
spot cargoes were also recently sold to France and Belgium.

• In Qatar, four LNG export projects, involving a total sales target of 25-31 Mt/y of LNG,
were initially discussed. However, the Italian/Qatari Eurogas scheme was shelved in 1994
and very little has been heard about the proposed LNG venture between Elf Aquitaine and
Japan's Sumitomo.

Three companies are currently active on the Qatari LNG scene. The first is the Qatar Lique-
fied Gas Company (Qatargas), a joint venture between QGPC, Total, Mobil, Mitsui and
Marubeni. It has a commercial purchase agreement to supply 4 Mt/y to Japan's Chubu Elec-
tric over a 25-year period beginning in January 1997. A second deal for 2 Mt/y of additional
supply to Japanese buyers was secured in May 1994.

The second venture is Ras Laffan LNG, a partnership between QGPC and Mobil. The Ras
Laffan project is designed to export around 10 Mt/y, with initial deliveries starting in mid-
1998. Ras Laffan has a sales agreement with the South Korean firm Korea Gas Corp. for
2.4 Mt/y beginning in 1998, a memorandum of understanding with Turkish Botas for 2 Mt/y
and a letter of intent with Taiwan's Chinese Petroleum Corp. for 2.1 Mt/y. At the beginning
of 1994, the partners selected Chiyoda for front-end engineering work for the LNG plant. The
liquefaction plant will initially have two process trains, each with a capacity of 2.5 Mt/y. The
first train is scheduled for completion in mid-1998 and the second one in the first half of
1999.

The third company is Enron. In January 1995, it signed a letter of intent with QGPC to
develop a 5 Mt/y LNG scheme.

• In the sultanate of Oman, a major gas project has been launched which is slated to export
6 Mt/y by the end of the decade. Oman LNG Co., a joint venture among the government of
Oman, Shell, Total, Partex, Mitsubishi, Mitsui and Itochu was officially set up at the begin-
ning of 1994. The venture will build a 6 Mt/y liquefaction plant at Al-Ghalilah, about 120 km
southeast of Muscat and 20 km from Sur, and buy tankers to transport LNG to markets
abroad. The privileged outlets are in Southeast Asia (Japan, South Korea and Taiwan) and in
Europe (Italy, Spain, France). Oman recently allocated 7 Tcf of proved gas reserves to the
project.

• Iran's huge gas reserves have recently been upgraded to 20 000 Bern following the
discovery of the offshore South Pars gas field, which is an extension in Iranian waters of
Qatar's North Field. According to Iran's 20-year master plan for gas development, gas export
is projected at 50 Bcm/y. Among gas export options, a 4-6 Mt/y LNG scheme based in the
Persian Gulf is under study by a joint Iranian-European working group, Iran Gas Europe EIG.
The Government is also attempting to attract foreign companies to invest in free zones. For
instance, a $8-to 10-billion LNG export venture project could be set up on Qeshm Island.

• In Yemen, recent large discoveries have prompted Hunt, with Exxon and Yukong, to propo-
se a big LNG project to the government. The grouping has prepared a feasibility study for
the construction of a two-train project with an export capacity of 5 Mt/y. A competing pro-
posal is being studied by Enron. The company signed an agreement in principle for an LNG
export project in Yemen. The agreement calls for Enron to lay a 400-km gas line to the coast,
design, build and operate a 5 Mt/y liquefaction plant and market the LNG in Asia.

Although the Middle East's role in LNG trade is still negligible (3.35 Bern was exported from
Abu Dhabi to Japan in 1993), the area has great potential in the future, with six LNG green-



field projects out of a worldwide total of eighteen. Its role in future LNG trade could be very
important, with its potential export target of more than 50 Bern by 2010. Not only are many
projects flourishing there, but they are also among the most advanced. Moreover, most of the
projects planned in the region have the Far East as their destination, an area which offers the
best outlook for LNG demand. The major international oil companies are present in force in
these projects. They are tough partners (Shell, Total, Mobil, Exxon), that are innovative and
have appreciable financial means.

Pipeline export projects

The idea of exporting gas from the Middle East to Europe is not new. Since the 1970's, Iran
decided on the construction of a 56-inch pipeline to export its gas through Russia to Europe.
However, the project did not materialize. In the past few years, a number of other proposals
have been presented and studied by companies such as Chiyoda, BHP and Crescent
Petroleum as well as by Middle Eastern governments. Today, no less than sixteen pipeline
export projects are being considered in the region. They are mainly dedicated to supplying
two major consuming regions: Europe and Asia, particularly India and Pakistan. Three major
potential exporters are planning to build gas export pipelines: Iran, Qatar and Oman.

• Iran and France are jointly considering various options for a link between Iran and Europe.
Three main schemes are being considered: a gas line via either Russia or Turkey, an LNG
liquefaction plant and a combined option including a gas line either to Turkey or Egypt and
then a liquefaction plant. According to NIGC, the total investments required for the project
amount to about $20 billion (including production), leading to a unit cost for delivered gas
ranging from S3.7 to $4.2/MBtu, depending on the different options. This high cost makes the
project unfeasible at present low energy prices. However, it does have to be considered as a
long-term project.

• Qatar and Iran are separately studying possible links to Pakistan with extensions to India. In
addition. Oman and India are planning what would be the world's deepest offshore pipeline.
Both India and Pakistan badly need to import natural gas to avoid an energy shortfall.
Although the three pipelines are different projects, the two latest ones could be combined so
that a single pipeline could be built to carry both Iranian and Omani gas to India.

• In April 1994, a partnership was established to develop a common gas transmission system
from the Persian Gulf to South Asia, called the Gulf-South Asia Gas Project (GUSA). It
would have a capacity of 3.8 Bcfd. 2.4 Bcfd of which would be supplied to Pakistan.
800 Mcfd to Dubai and 400 Mcfd to the northern Emirates. The first phase of the project
would be the construction of 1600-km pipeline from Qatar to Pakistan. The project is being
developed jointly by Crescent Petroleum. TransCanada Pipelines and Brown & Root.

• In the Middle East, there are some local markets where indigenous supplies are either
restricted (Jordan. Lebanon. Kuwait, Bahrain) or nonexisting (Israel). Hence, other regional
export pipelines are being considered, such as lines linking Syria to Lebanon. Qatar to
Bahrain. Dubai and possibly Kuwait.

• The PEACE project (Pipeline Extending from Asian Countries to Europe), proposed by the
Institute for Political & International Studies (IPIS) of Teheran is based on using and
expanding the existing network currently operational in Iran and constructing additional
pipelines to connect the neighboring countries (Central Asia. Persian Gulf states, Turkey,
etc). An extension from this loop inside Iran to the east could supply Pakistan and India while
construction of a pipeline from Turkey to Europe would complement the pipeline westwards.

• Finally, ambitious projects are being contemplated, such as the Middle East Loop, by far the
most gigantic. The initial proposal by Chiyoda. ENI and UNIDO involved a pipeline carrying
gas to Europe on one side, to Asia on the other, starting and ending in Saudi Arabia. It also
included an LNG liquefaction plant to export LNG to East Asia. The proposal was dramat-



ically reduced. The study now involves only the pipeline loop through the Middle East,
looping in Iran, with an option for a gas line from Turkmenistan to the Gulf of Oman through
Iran.

Altogether, these projects represent a huge potential export volume if all are built. However,
several projects overlap and cooperation within the region will be needed to reduce
unecessary project duplications and increase the chances of finding financing for these
pipelines. Furthermore, some of these gas export schemes should be considered as highly
speculative, and above all, long-term projects. In addition to solving financing and techno-
logical difficulties, building long-distance pipelines that cross many territories needs good
relations and cooperation among the countries. It also means that the problem of natural gas
transit is solved. Some routes cross more than ten countries and this will certainly not help
the implementation of such projects, nor their economics when transit fees are added to the
already high transportation costs.

Conclusion
Many opportunities exist for Middle East gas development. In the region, natural gas is still a
young energy source which still has a good market penetration outlook. Internationally, the
markets accessible to the Middle East — the Far East. Asia and Europe — offer good
prospects, with promising new outlets such as power generation. Resources in the Middle
East are available and offer the lowest production costs in the world. Hence the region will be
called on to play a major role in future gas trade. An export target of about 20 Bern in 2000
and 80 to 100 Bern in 2010 could be achievable. LNG trade is expected to develop in two
directions, the Far East and Europe. Likewise, new pipelines could be built to supply the
Asian market. The stakes are enormous as shown by the operators present in the area.
However, the distance between the Middle Eastern countries and potential markets is far.
implying high transportation costs. Furthermore, most of the projects planned there today are
large-scale and hence run high risks. Consequently, major conditions will have to be.fulfilled
to overcome the distance penalty and reduce the risks. Firstly, new projects will be developed
only in a stable political environment and with host government support. Secondly, in a
context where fossil fuel prices remain very low, everything must be done to reduce the cost
associated with these projects, particularly LNG projects. Likewise, marketing natural gas for
higher value uses, such as power generation, will be a key requirement for these projects.
Finally, joint ventures with international partners will be a condition for project development.
The financial situation of the project's promoters and also of the importing companies will be
a determining factor. Nowadays nearly all Middle Eastern gas projects have succeeded in
finding partners with acknowledged credibility and some of them have already succeeded in
signing contracts with clients who guarantee the project's profitability. We can be confident
in the continuation of this trend even though competition is strong among potential LNG
suppliers.
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UNITS

Bern = Billion cubic metres

Tcf = Trillion cubic feet

(1 cubic metre = 35.315 cubic feet)

Mcfd = Million cubic feet per day

Bcfd = Billion cubic feet per day

Mt of LNG = Million tonnes of LNG

(1 ton of LNG = 1350 cubic metres of gas)

MBtu = Million British Thermal Unit
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Summary:

Abu Dhabi is ranked in the industry journals in the top 5 in the world tables of

both oil and gas reserves.

Gas is produced both Onshore and Offshore from associated and non-associated

fields. Production has tripled during the last ten years and will increase further in

the next few years as a result of current and planned investment. Development

of Abu Dhabi's gas resources is aimed at enhancing oil production and recovery,

meeting local and export demand and eliminating waste.

Companies in Abu Dhabi are involved in all the main sectors of the gas industry

including production, processing, transportation and sales. The first large LNG

export project by sea in the Arabian Gulf was established in 1977 from Abu

Dhabi to Japan. Development continues and the gas is exported as LNG and is

also processed into LPG and Pentane Plus for export. Japan remains the main

market. The volume of Condensate available for export and processing will

increase significantly in the next few years.

In order to ensure a continuing and increasing supply of gas to world markets, in

future years, prices will need to provide an adequate return on investment and

should also reflect the environmental advantages of gas.



Presentation Text;

Abu Dhabi is generally ranked in the World league tables at number 4 for gas

reserves and number 5 for oil reserves. This paper covers the development of

Abu Dhabi's gas reserves. The objectives of gas development in Abu Dhabi have

been (chart I ) :

o To satisfy some of the world's ever increasing need for energy with

particular emphasis or local requirements in Abu Dhabi and in the
expanding markets of North Asia.

o To enhance oil reservoir pressure to augment oil production and

recovery.

o To optimise the use of natural resources and eliminate waste.

It has been the policy of the Abu Dhabi Government to develop gas resources in

equity partnerships with international companies. For many years ADNOC as the

National Company has been involved in all the main sectors of the gas industry

upstream and downstream and has maintained good working relationships with

partners and customers (chart 2).

Since ADNOC was incorporated in 1971 several projects have been developed

Onshore and Offshore to utilise both associated and non-associated gas (chart-3).

The first major gas export project by sea out of the Arabian Gulf was established

in 1977 with the sale of LNG from Abu Dhabi to Tokyo Electric Power

Company (TEPCO) in Japan. Now, almost 20 years later work has been

completed on a project offshore which provides for sales of Abu Dhabi gas to

TEPCO to be doubled. In a year or so, a project will also be completed Onshore

which is increasing Abu Dhabi gas production and is providing gas for re-injection

into oil reservoirs and products for export such as LPG, Pentane Pius, Condensate

and Sulphur.

We turn now to some of the details of gas production and disposal. Abu Dhabi's

Natural Gas production in 1993, the latest year for which detailed numbers have

been reported, was three times the level produced ten years earlier in 1983.



Production in 1993 was over 1,800 million SCF/day, equivalent to some

19 million tons of oil (chart 4). Approximately 25% was sold for power

generation and industrial use within Abu Dhabi (chart 5) and approaching 40%

was sold for export as LNG and products.

ADNOC is involved in the transportation of the gas to its customers (chart 6).

Within Abu Dhabi a network of pipelines has been developed by ADNOC from

the processing units to the industrial users. For the export of LNG, ADNOC

holds a majority shareholding in the Liquefied Gas Shipping Companies which

operate a fleet of LNG tankers. Until recently, the fleet has been composed of

vessels on charter but between 1994 and 1997 most of these charters are being

phased-out as 8 new gas carriers are delivered, each widi a capacity of 137,000

cubic metres.

Abu Dhabi's major export customer is Japan, for whom Abu Dhabi is the main

supplier in the Middle East of LNG (charts 7 and 8).

Abu Dhabi's gas is rich in condensate which is extracted and exported and gas is

also processed locally to recover products such as Propane, Butane, Pentane Plus

and Sulphur primarily for export (chart 9). Abu Dhabi ranks very high in the

table of world exporters of seaborne LPG and ADNOC is a major supplier to

customers in the East, with Japan again as the main market (chart 10). As a

result of investment currendy under way and planned it is projected that Abu

Dhabi's LPG production and exports will increase significandy within the next few

years.

The world demand for energy is forecast to increase rapidly as population and

economic development increases. Gas is a favoured fuel on environmental

grounds. However, from the point of view of the producer the price received for

the product has to justify the high financial investment required. The economics

have to be very carefully evaluated and if current prices were to persist the best

use of gas for some holders of gas reserves may be for the enhancement of crude

oil production and for local petrochemical projects rather than export as gas. In

die long term, the ample supplies of gas which are available for buyers today will

diminish if the price is insufficient to encourage and justify investment for

development.



ABU DHABI: DEVELOPMENT OF GAS RESOURCES.

OBJECTIVE

*SELL GAS TO DOMESTIC AND EXPORT MARKETS.

^ENHANCE OIL RECOVERY.

*OPTIMISE GAS UTILISATION AND ELIMINATE WASTE.
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ABU DHABI GAS
RANKED NO. 4 IN WORLD GAS RESERVES

ABU DHABI NATIONAL OIL COMPANY (ADNOC) HAS EQUITY INTEREST IN:

* EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION

*GAS PROCESSING

•TRANSPORTATION - PIPELINES AND TANKERS

*SALES - DOMESTIC AND EXPORT

MRAD/J.N



ABU DHABI: DEVELOPMENT OF GAS RESOURCES.
\

1971 - ABU DHABI NATIONAL OIL COMPANY INCORPORATED

1977 - ADGAS FIRST GAS EXPORT TO JAPAN

1981 - GASCO NGL FRACTIONATION PLANT AT RUWAIS

1992 - ADNOC AL MAQTA TO AL AIN GAS PIPELINE

1994 - ADGAS THIRD TRAIN AT DAS ISLAND

1996 - ADNOC ONSHORE GAS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT COMPLETE

NOTE : ADGAS EQUITY - ADNOC 51%
- MITSUI /BP/ TOTAL 49%

GASCO EQUITY - ADNOC 68%
- SHELL /TOTAL/ PARTEX 32%

\
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ABU DHABI NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION*
\
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ABU DHABI NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION
\
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ABU DHABI : GAS TRANSPORTATION
\

DOMESTIC :

NATURAL GAS PIPELINES TO POWER GENERATION AND INDUSTRIAL USERS.

EXPORT :

FLEET OF LNG CARRIERS.

TIME-CHARTERED VESSELS WILL BE MOSTLY REPLACED BETWEEN 1994
AND 1997 BY 8 NEWBUILDINGS (137,000 CU/M).

ADNOC HAS 51% INTEREST IN THE LIQUEFIED GAS SHIPPING COMPANY.

\
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ABU DHABI LPG PRODUCTION
\
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ADNOC's LPG SALES

THOUSANDS Ton.

\
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ABU DHABI HAS NEARLY DOUBLED ITS LIQUIFIED NATURAL GAS (LNG)
PROCESSING FACILITY TO MEET GROWING DEMAND IN JAPAN.

\
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JAPAN LNG IMPORTS
\
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The Environment and its Impact on Gas Penetration in the Energy
Market

1 Introduction

One of the main arguments proposed in favour of gas is that it is

environmentally friendly. In a world increasingly concerned about the ill effects

of pollution one would expect the penetration of gas in energy markets to be very

dramatic. The share of gas in world primary consumption increased from 18 per

cent in 1975 to 23 per cent in 1993. Although this means that the rate of growth

of gas consumption in the past two decades was higher on average than the rate

of growth of the consumption of all other fuels taken together, and that the

penetration was significant, it cannot be said that gas has dramatically displaced

dirtier fuels. Take coal, for example. Its share in world energy consumption

declined from 30.7 per cent in 1975' to 27.4 per cent in 1993. This is not negligible

but one can hardly say that coal is on the way to being eliminated from world

energy consumption.

The thesis of this paper is that gas, although not free from pollution

problems is nevertheless more benign than generally appreciated. The obstacles

to gas penetration are flawed environmental legislation, political factors and, in

some areas, a cost disadvantage relative to other fuels which turn out to be higher

than the environmental premium which society is prepared to pay.

2 Natural Gas: clean or dirty?

Is gas an environmental ogre or an. environmental saviour? This is a little

like the old riddle: is the bottle half rail or half empty? And, just as with the

riddle, the answer depends on where you are coming from.



Lot us first admit that natural gaa, like all forms of energy, has

environmental drawbacks. Natural gas is by its nature an explosive substance.

The laying of pipelines can be a threat to natural habitats. Once in place if these

pipelines leak they send methane into the atmosphere, a dominant greenhouse

gas. The unknown levels of leakage from the Soviet gas system continue to be a

matter of concern; whereas the earthquake in Japan raises safety issues regarding

plans for constructing a national pipeline system in that country. Pipelines may

also be a target for terrorist attack. The alternative mode for long-distance

transport are LNG tankers. Expanded use of these giant vessels through narrow

shipping lanes such as the Suez Canal can over time only lead to safety and

environmental worries. The LNG trade generally, because of its first-rate safety

standards, has not yet been subjected to the glare of public scrutiny which ritually

follows all large-scale industrial accidents.

I should nevertheless like to argue that natural gas is an environmentally

favoured fuel - indeed more than i3 often recognized within the gas industry itself.

It is true that like the other fossil fuels • coal and petroleum products - combustion

of natural gas leads to emissions of pollutants such as sulphur dioxide, particulate

matter and nitrogen oxides. However, omissions of sulphur dioxide are a small

fraction of emissions from the other fossil fuels and emissions of particulate are,

to all intents and purposes, negligible.

Only nitrogen oxides are emitted in volumes which can give rise to concern,

although gas still retains a significant advantage over coal and oil. Furthermore

a large percentage of nitrogen oxides aro normally accounted for by the transport

aectoi1 • the sector where use of natural gas (or other technologies) on a large scale



is least feasible.

Of course nuclear power and other renewables make great play of the fact

they produce absolutely no emissions and are therefore inherently different to

fossil fuels. Here we see the common theme that gas is thrown into the fossil fuel

camp and tarred with the same brush. Yet in absolute terms (which is what

matters) the very low levels of emissions from gas place it nearer the zero

emissions of nuclear and renewables than the high emissions of coal and oil. The

difference between very, very little and nothing is very, very little.

Few better examples exist of the ability of gas to reduce air pollution than

the experience of Ankara in Turkey. Ankara is located in a bowl-shaped structure

surrounded by mountains. It suffers from temperature inversions which place a

cap on the city and prevent local pollutants from escaping. There is no natural air

conditioning stream since the winds are moderate and no river runs through the

city. During the harsh winters low quality lignite was burnt to heat buildings and

the resulting pollution became legendary, A switch to cleaner imported hard coal

eased the problem without solving it. The importation of natural gas from Russia

and its substitution for much of the city's heating systems has slashed sulphur

dioxide and particulate concentrations. Natural gas has not only made a palpable

difference to air quality in Ankara;.it has also improved the quality of life. There

are many other highly polluted cities in the developing world which may follow the

path taken by the Ankara authorities.

Besides air pollution, combustion of natural gas also leads inevitably to

carbon dioxide emissions, the alleged" chief culprit of global warming. Compared

on a unit basis, gas is said to produce around 40 percent less COS than coal, and



25 percent less C02 than oil.

Yet these bare facts understate the virtues of gas. Firstly, gas is thermally

more efficient so that one unit not only emits less CO2 but also covers a greater

energy requirement. Secondly gas is controllable: the heat can be turned on and

off instantly. Thus it is not only more thermally efficient at producing a fixed

amount of energy, but it also produces much closer to the amount of energy (or

heat) actually desired. There is no need for example to let a boiler smoulder over

night, as may be the case with coal, producing unwanted hoat. Thirdly, gas quality

standards can be easily monitored and maintained. The system requires gas of a

given quality. Where oil or coal are used, it is difficult to prevent burning of sub-

standard fuels - perhaps cheap local lignite, wood or peat. Use of these unofficial

fuels is almost always overlooked by emissions calculations. These fuels may be

used in boilers which are not properly maintained and do not conform to official

standards and where boilermen may be ill-trained. The fuels are therefore less

efficient than is assumed by standard emission factors. All these traits are

especially important in developing countries. Finally, gas delivery is automatic and

invisible. It dispenses with the need for delivery trucks which slow down principal

highways and add to urban congestion - not to mention exhaust fumes. Once

again, these externalities are usually left out of pollution calculations.

Nevertheless, with regards to CO2 and global warming it is correct to lump

gas with the other fossil fuels, since it is clearly inferior to nuclear and renewable

technology to a significant degree. For these reasons an unholy alliance between

the more extreme environmentalists and the nuclear industry casts natural gas

as a "villain".
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A major climate and energy study conducted by the Stockholm Environment

Institute for Greenpeace International in 1992/3 produced a "Fossil Free Energy

Scenario" in which the complete phasing out of coal, oil and gas (and indeed

nuclear) was proposed over the course of the coming century. Tliis was not meant

as a forecast, but a demonstration of what could be acliieved given a fundamental

change in institutional priorities and thinking. Although most people in this

audience will dismiss this as idealistic nonsense, i(, signifies that natural gas was

seen by the study and is often seen by the public in the West as being in the anti-

environment camp. Greenpp.ace is after ail a populist organization. The fact that

it is usually oil companies arid oil states which control natural gas sustains this

popular prejudice and presents the marketing of natural gas with a considerable

credibility problem.

In fact, even this most extreme; environmental scenario \iJtimately fell back

on expanded use of natural gas. The scenario presented saw an early decline in

nuclear, oil and coal. In the longer term after 2020, the hope was that energy

efficiency and now renewable technologies would fill the gap left by these fuels. Up

to 2020, however, it was accepted that it was impossible even under the political

assumptions made for rcnewables and efficiency to take on the vacated role. In the

model, gas consumption fills the role and actually increases for some twenty years

before itself declining. In other words, contrary to prejudice the model concluded

that natural gas had a key role in the medium-term in furthering environmental

objectives.

k-t



3 Conservation vs Environmental Costing

I wish now to go on to consider the motivations behind environmentalism.

Environmental preoccupations are not new. There is, however, a major difference

between the environmental debate of the 1970s and that of the mid-90s. The germ

to environmental concern in the 1960s and 1970s was the belief that finite natural

resources were running out and would become, progressively more expensive

because of their scarcity. This led to concerted action for conservation of energy,

investment in alternative technologies and energy efficiency. This philosophy was

necessarily an attack upon gas, as well as the other traditional fuels. Its most

renowned consequence on the gas business was the idea that gas penetration

should be restrained and precious gas should be kept for its "premium uses". This

led to the EC Directive banning the use of natural gas for generating electricity.

How odd it seems today that banning gas-fired power stations was justified on

environmental grounds!

Today the West still pays lip-service to the concept of energy efficiency -

clearly, nobody is in favour of energy inefficiency - but for good or for bad the force

behind this drive has gone. In an age of cheap and plentiful energy resources,

energy efficiency makes sense only where cost savings are clear, or where it is a

cost/effective means of reducing pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. And this

is the key point. The core concept of onvironmcntalism today is that the price of

fuels should reflect not only their marginal cost of production but also the cost of

environmental damage - "internalising the externalities" as the jargon goes. It is

now recognized that there is no virtue per se in energy efficiency • the virtue lies

in mitigating any ill effects of energy use.



Now it should be clear in the light of what was said above, that any

legislation or fiscal regime based on this logic will greatly favour gas. For example

a sulphur dioxide tax which reflects accurately fuel contributions to SO2 emissions

should impose only a tiny surcharge on gas, scarcely impairing its competitive

position vis-a-vis renewables. The same tax on oil and coal would be many times

greater placing them at a huge disadvantage. Even a tax to reflect carbon dioxide

emissions should not impact too heavily on gas if all the externalities mentioned

above are considered. Gas would have the option either to increase significantly

its market share, or could continue to price itself netbacked from taxed fuel

equivalents, giving itself a greater rent.

<i Beware the Legislator

I have tried to illustrate why I believe that the intellectual argument over

environmental control has shifted greatly in favour of gas in recent years. In short

energy conservation is a threat; pollution abatement is not. But once the

politicians and legislators seize on these ideas, there is no guarantee that the

resulting initiatives will be so favourable. Indeed experience so far suggests that

for all the green credentials of gas, green legislation remains a threat.

A telling example is the imposition of value added tax on domestic fuel in

the UK. The official reason was the encouragement of energy efficiency (which

becomes relatively more cost effective) in order to meet the UK's Rio commitments,

while the real reason was that the tax also raised revenue at a much needed time.

The point that concerns us is that it is a uniform tax. Coal, oil, electricity and gas

bills are all taxed at 8 per cent at the point of the end-consumer. No distinction



between the fuels is made, nor any incentive given to "se one kind of generating

plant (eg gas) rather than another (coal) for electricity production. Consumption

of all fuels will be dented soniewhat by the higher cost, but the cleaner fuels have

no prospect of compensating fucl-s-witching gains.

The EC carbon tax provides a second example. This proposal appears dead

but it is still a useful demonstration of how the effects of legislation can fail

miserably to coincide with environmental objectives - for political reasons. The EC

proposals were for a hybrid form of taxation, based half on the carbon content of

fuels, half on the energy component. It is as if a government, anxious to discourage

drunkenness, were to impose an alcohol tax which was based half on alcoholic

proof and half on liquid content and was therefore levied not only on beer and

wine but also on tea and coca cola. The reasons for this illogicality were political

and social. A pure carbon tax would have skewed the burden of tax across

community countries, favouring countries like Prance with large (zero tax) nuclear

capacity and hitting large users of coal. The hybrid proposal could be interpreted

as a way of partially protecting indigenous coal industries. Indeed Sheikh Hisham

Nazer, the Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources of Saudi Arabia, made

exactly this allegation.1 The combined tax reduced the potential taxation of coal

as compared to a pure carbon tax by 10 per cent while increasing it on gas by 15

per cent.2

The Carbon tax and its trans-Atlantic ugly sister, the Btu tax, were riddled

1 H Nazer, Middle East Economic Survey. 15 February 1993

2 JY Mitchell (1992), "Preserving Oil's Competitiveness in the Face of
Environmental Regulations", Papers of OPEC Seminar on the Environment. OPEC
Vienna



with such anomalies. Most of the anomalies of the carbon tax arose because it was

imposed upon the pre-existing tax regime. This meant that there was no link

between the incremental carbon tax levels and thfi new post-tax levels of relative

prices. The post-tax price increase of gas was estimated at 14 per cent, and the

increase of light fuel oil at 16 per cent. The scope for fuel-switching in the key

German market, where light fuel oil continues to provide a major part of domestic

heating, would have been minimal. The percentage price increases of gasoline and

diesel were even less than for gas because of the pre-existing tax layer. Thus this

legislation would have actually made it more difficult • not less - for natural gas

vehicles to penetrate the market.

It is, I hope, clear that environmental legislation is unlikely ever to reflect

accurately the environmental merits of competing energy forms. Nevertheless, it

need not always be that gas is the victim of inappropriate legislation. Perhaps it

was the nuclear industry that could feel most aggrieved by the energy component

of the EC carbon tax. Oil was the victim in the case of President Clinton's Btu tax

since the tax was to be levied at a higher rate than for coal and gas which were

to be levied at the same rate per Btu.

Four examples of environmental legislation have been touched upon - the

EC ban on gas-fired power generation, the imposition of VAT on fuel in the UK,

the EC carbon tax and President Clinton's Btu tax. Besides their failure to give

proper signals for environmental protection, they all share a second common trait:

they have all been rejected. The Carbon and Btu taxes never gained sufficient

political support to come into force. This was not because of their anomalies and

shortcomings, but because environmental issues became submerged by worries
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over energy prices and the effects on competitive ly. The ban on gas-fired power

held up (outside Holland) so long as nobody wanted to use gas for power; when the

economics changed, the lifting of the Directive soon followed. The Dutch had

always been exempt from its restrictions in any case. As for UK VAT, the first

tranche at 8 per cent was successfully pushed through a recalcitrant Parliament

at a time when the State's finances desperately needed the revenues. The second

tranche raising the tax level to 17.5 per cent however was thrown out. This

outcome suggests that the political constituency docs not put the environmental

objective above all its other objectives and that it is only prepared to pay small

amounts in taxes for protecting future generations from the ill-effects of global

warming.

The lesson to be learnt is that a host of other economic, and political factors

continue to take precedence over the environment even in today's supposedly

ecologically-minded world.

5 The Limitations of Environmental Drivers

Many of the most dramatic advances in environmental initiatives are where

environmental objectives concur fortuitously with political or economic priorities.

The classic example is the so-called "dash for gas" in the UK. If we could argue

that the headlong rush towards gas-fired power was the result of environmental

priorities, we might well conclude that environmental ism can have an enormous

positive impact on gas market penetration. There is no doubt that gas-fired power

is the single most important factor which will help the UK to meet its Rio

commitments on CO, and also (along with a limited programme of flue gas

u



desulphurisation on existing coal plant) reduces the UK's role in causing acid rain

across North West Europe. These benefits have frequently been pointed out by

advocates to justify the "dash for gas". But we should not be misled into thinking

that the environmental gains were a primary, or even a secondary, motive. The

private companies which invested in gas stations made their decisions on

traditional commercial strategy grounds. These calculations did not involve

damage cost externalities. The strategic reason fox* the mushrooming of gas-fired

power stations in the UK was that the newly privatised regional electricity

companies were fearful of paying high prices for electricity to the generators,

National Power and Powergen, who were given duopoly market power under the

privatised electricity business. Rather than bo reliant on the generators, the

regional electricity companies opted to investin their own generating capacity. For

new capacity, they naturally chose gas-fired stations with low unit capital costs.

We only have to look over towards Germany to see that with different

political priorities and a different economic cost base, the policy is reversed. Gas-

fired power generation shows only limited growth and the Government continues

to support the indigenous coal industry. It is difficult to see Germany meeting its

CO2 reduction targets. Yet this a country supposedly with far stronger green

credentials than the UK! The difference between the two countries is that

Germany embarked on a major programme of fitting flue-gas desulphurisation on

its coal stations some years ago. With the sunk cost made, pre-existing coal

stations become competitive with new gas capacity. The lesson here inter alia is

that you can combine environmental concerns with support for preferred fuel

sources - even when it is coal!



What about cases where the level of pollution is so severe that

environmental issues are foremost? An example is the intolerable levels of air

pollution which were experienced in the mid-1980s in Ankara, as alluded to

earlier. Pollution was the key motivation behind a decision to extend the Russian

gas import pipeline beyond Istanbul to Ankara. Even in this extreme case,

however, the financing of the project appears to havo been made and authorised

on traditional commercial calculations. That is to say, the project was judged to

be commercial without factoring" in the environmental savings.

The Oxford Institute for Energy Studies has been working with the World

Bank to develop ways in which environmental considerations may be incorporated

into traditional project evaluation calculations. A study by the Institute, expected

to be published by the World Bank shortly, considers these issues with particular

reference to the use of natural gas. The problem is two-fold. First, the theoretically

correct solution would be to use a cost-benefit analysis of environmental gains.

Unfortunately, cost-benefit analysis appears to bo of little value practically when

we are dealing with air pollution. The estimates of damage costs for different fuels

are so wide and arbitrary that they scarcely help policymakers. In seme studies

the results of the cost benefit analysis have led to conclusions which are so at

variance with experience that they are simply not credible. The second problem,

although a resolvable one, is that the wave towards privatisation., and the view

that money should only be invested in projects which stand up on their own

commercial logic, makes it still harder to incorporate the environmental

externalities.

All that has been said applies equally well to developing countries as to
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developed ones. In fact, developing countries look even less likely to let

environmental considerations hold sway over economic or political forces. With one

important proviso - the role of lending organizations. These organizations can

influence energy patterns considerably by applying conditions to their loans. The

support given by the World Bank to hydro-electric power in the 1970s and early

80s resulted in a significant growth of this energy form. Since the promotion of

hydro has now been discredited on environmental grounds, the World Bank

appears to be opting for gas-fu-cd power as a favoured alternative. This may hold

out significant opportunities for gas market growth within developing countries.

Looking at it from the point of view of a major potential exporter such as Qatar,

the main obstacle is that gas prices will have to reflect the large costs of major gas

export projects. Developing countries are unlikely to be able to meet these costs,

and banks are unlikely to underwrite the projects, if enerfv prices remain

subsidised at the point of the end-consumer. Nevertheless, sponsorship of gas

projects by international lending organizations for environmental reasons is one

of the few instances where gas could make material progress from its

environmental advantages.

6 Conclusion

Let us take stock. There are four steps in the argument which has been

presented.

- First, gas is an environmentally benign energy source, even more

so than is commonly realized..

- Second, drives towards conservation and energy efficiency will



normally impact negatively on gas: drives to mitigate pollution

should greatly favour gas. The latter theory is now in the ascendant.

- Third, environmental legislation is a threat to gas penetration

because of its failure to incorporate environmental concerns

appropriately.

- Fourthly, environmental concerns remain very much a secondary

force and will rarely take precedence over political and economic

considerations.

To put it more succinctly: in theory gas should gain from environmental

initiatives, in practice this may not always happen and paradoxically there is 2.

danger in certain cases that it will bo affected detrimentally.

While the environmental advantages of gas should be stressed over and over

again, it would be wise not to overestimate the likelihood of far-reaching

environmental legislation. I recently came across the following quotation from a

Shell Briefing Service note and I quote: "the increasing concern with

environmental questions in many parts of the world is a powerful factor favouring

the future of natural gas".3 Some will be inclined to agree with this articulation

of the common wisdom, but unfortunately this was written in a briefing note dated

February 1973. The story of gas is too often of paradise postponed.

3 Shell Briefing Service, "Growth in Natural Gas", February 1973
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Speech at Doha Conference, 15th March 1995
Economics of LNG and Pipeline Gas Exports from the GCC

Nick White, Director of Arthur D. Little, UK

Abstract

This paper briefly reviews the economic and non-economic considerations
underlying gas exports from the GCC and the Arabian Peninsula in general. It
addresses four themes: policy issues, political risks, technical risks and economics.
It examines the distance between the regional resource areas and the major gas
markets in the Far East and Europe, and examines the implications for moving gas to
those markets in liquid form or by pipeline, in terms of number of LNG vessels
required, and capital costs.

Policy Issues

As you heard yesterday, many of the countries in this region have vast gas reserves
and relatively small domestic requirements for gas. Opinions vary as to how large
the potential market for gas within the region could be, but even with the most
optimistic assessment of electricity requirements, chemicals production, general
industrialisation and rising living standards, it seems clear that there is a huge
exportable surplus of gas in the region. And once there is an established market
with prices that are both cost reflective and which allow gas to be competitive with
other energy forms, like oil, then there may even be an incentive to explore for gas:
virtually all of the non-associated gas reserves in the region have been discovered
"by accident" while looking for oil and most gas production today is of associated
gas, where the liquids are the key economic driver for investment. So it is likely that
gas reserves will increase further, and the reserves/production ratio will remain
extremely high.

Even allowing for the retention of significant quantities of gas reserves for future
generations of citizens of the Gulf, many countries in the region have the resource
base which would enable them to contemplate a gas export project. Abu Dhabi
successfully launched such a project in the late 1970s, and has expanded it in recent
years. Here in Qatar, as is well-known, many years' hard work by many parties is
on the verge of bearing fruit in the form of the Qatargas and Ras Laffan LNG export
projects. Other countries, such as Oman, Yemen and Iran have examined gas export
opportunities both by pipeline and in liquid form, and in some cases are moving
through feasibility studies and are creating relationships with potential investors and
potential customers.

In my opinion it makes a great deal of sense to look for opportunities to valorise
these huge reserves, for at least two reasons:

• Firstly, the economic development of the region will be fostered by the
additional investment which will be stimulated by the transfer of technology
and skills, and the profitability of the projects should aid growth of GDP by
reinvestment.

• Secondly, many of the regions' economies are heavily dependent on revenue
from oil exports: gas exports, especially if sold on contractual terms which do
not set the price of gas on the basis of oil prices, but which instead use
inflation, or coal prices to set the price of gas, offer diversification away from



oil price risks. And while some industry observers do expect that oil prices are
likely to rise in real terms over the next 10-20 years, no-one would be willing to
guarantee that any price increase would be sustained in the. long term. So I
believe there is a clear case to be made that gas exports can offer price risk
diversification to the seller. I do not propose to discuss gas pricing issues
further, as I am sure that one of the later speakers will cover it fully in his
paper.

In addition, of course, for those countries which are members of OPEC, a gas export
project would enable the country to achieve higher export revenues without
requiring a higher oil export quota, because under current arrangements gas exports
are not subject to quota restrictions.

So there are some sound policy reasons for considering gas exports from the region,
and having got to the point of formulating such a policy, governments, national oil
companies and foreign contractors need to rum their attention to the advantages and
disadvantages of LNG and pipeline exports.

Political Risks

Regrettably, the Middle East remains an area characterised by political tensions,
both between countries and within countries. It would be naive to expect these
tensions to disappear quickly, and there is no doubt that they act as an inhibitor to
the process of attracting finance towards projects which may be inherently attractive
from an economic point of view. Disputes over territorial rights or rights to utilise
gas are just two of the issues which have proved contentious and which have either
delayed projects, caused them to be cancelled, or added to their cost to such an
extent that they are not economically viable (e.g. by requiring an offshore routing
rather than a land route: laying costs may be lower but compression costs may be a
lot higher).

These political risks tend to cause investors to favour LNG projects rather than
pipeline export projects, because LNG is normally loaded onto ocean-going vessels
at the coast of the exporting country and delivered to the coast of an importing
country. There is therefore little or no risk of interference by third parties, since
there are no transit countries, who may seek access to some of the project rent via
high transit fees or who may prevent a project from proceeding because they have
similar ambitions to export gas and wish to ensure that they can capitalise on such
market opportunities as may be available. Fortunately, none of the countries in this
region are landlocked. But some of the Central Asian Republics, notably
Turkmenistan, are both landlocked and have a large exportable surplus of gas which
they are finding difficult to valorise because of the difficulty of negotiating transit
through other gas rich countries, such as Russia (though in this case, it would appear
that Turkmenistan has now reached agreement with Iran). As an aside, spare a
thought for Uzbekistan, which is one of the very few countries in the world which is
not only landlocked, but which only has borders with other landlocked countries:
Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Kirgizstan and Tadjikstan.



Technical Risks

The gas industry worldwide works to very high standards of safety and the LNG
industry in particular has an extremely good track record for safety. Having said
that, one is conscious that safety is usually only compromised by human error or
failure, and that the more frequently a material is handled, the greater the
opportunity for human error. So my personal view is that because LNG is
transferred into and out of ships and tanks, there is more opportunity for things to go
wrong than in the case of pipeline gas. As LNG is a hazardous material because of
its low temperature, any spillage has the possibility of being catastrophic. A small
amount of LNG was spilled onto the deck of a vessel a few years ago, and the
resulting thermal shock damaged the vessel so it had to be taken out of service for
repair for many weeks. By contrast, pipeline gas is more or less at ambient
temperature and represents a lower risk, in a technical sense.

LNG vessels are at risk from severe weather conditions, such as hurricanes, which
are not usually a problem with pipelines - though both pipelines and LNG
liquefaction, loading and regasification facilities are equally susceptible, in principle,
to earthquakes and similar natural phenomena.

But pipelines may be more susceptible than LNG facilities to sabotage, and are
clearly at risk of interference from the activities of farmers and the construction
industry, both of which may inadvertently damage pipelines in the process of their
day-to-day activities.

So from a risk and safety point of view, there is not much to choose between
pipelines and LNG, with pipelines perhaps having a slight relative advantage, but
not so significant as to imply that the LNG option is not attractive.

However, there is one technical advantage of LNG over pipelines which is that gas
can be exported across oceans regardless of their depth, tidal patterns, currents, etc.,
whereas pipeline technology is not sufficiently advanced for pipelines to be a
technically feasible solution in all cases. In the 1970s, for example, it was not
considered feasible to lay pipelines across the Mediterranean from North Africa to
Europe, but by the early 1980s technological advances had made this possible.
Today, there is no firm consensus that it is feasible to lay a pipeline from Oman to
India: some engineering contractors regard it as feasible, others have some doubts.

So LNG may have a technical advantage over pipeline gas in certain circumstances.

Economics

There is one clear advantage of LNG over pipeline gas, which is that scale
economies are optimised at a relatively small size for LNG, but at a relatively large
size for pipeline gas. A two or three train LNG project, for example, capable of
exporting 6 mtpa, or 8.25 x 109m3, will probably be able to achieve excellent scale
economies. Unit costs would probably not be reduced significantly by adding
further capacity. This is in sharp contrast with long distance, high pressure pipelines
which need to have large capacity if full scale economies are to be achieved:



typically, gas exports from the Middle East to Europe would require a 48" or 56"
diameter pipeline, capable, with full compression, of delivering 30-35 x 109m3 p.a.
This would require a consortium of buyers, since no individual buyer would be
capable of absorbing such a large volume even in a three to four year build up
period. Experience suggests that a six to eight year build up period was necessary
for the large Russian pipelines built in the early 1980s. So LNG has an advantage in
that it is available in "handy size" packages and this characteristic is attractive both
to the buyer and to the seller.

Now I shall turn to the relative costs of LNG and pipeline gas exports. Clearly,
some parts of this region have an advantage over others, in cost terms, because of
their proximity to the market LNG from Oman or Yemen sold to Turkey would
have an advantage over Qatar because of the shorter distance, while the reverse
would be true in the case of pipeline gas.

For sales to the Mediterranean, a Red Sea port such as Hudaydah in Yemen has an
advantage in that it is approximately half the distance away from the market than in
Qatar, and would therefore require fewer ships. Specifically, 8.25 x 109m3 could be
transported the 2,000 miles to Marmara in five vessels, while it would take at least
eight vessels to transport the same volume the 4,000 miles from Qatar. Shipping
costs would be S0.90/MMBtu from Yemen, but $1.30/MMBtu from Qatar.

Looking to markets in the Far East, there is a much smaller range of distances
between the various possible LNG sources in the region, with Oman having a slight
advantage in terms of distance and, therefore, shipping costs.

Similar arguments can be made in the case of pipeline exports, with Qatar and Iran
having a distance advantage over Oman for European markets, with the reverse in
the case of exports to India.

I shall now compare the costs of LNG transportation versus pipeline transportation,
using the following single assumptions:

10 per cent real rate of return required on investment.

• 20 year delivery schedule.

• Two year loading to full capacity in the case of LNG and a small pipeline, eight
year build up for a large pipeline.

For the pipeline:

• Capital costs: $35,000 per inch diameter per kilometre, plus 20 per cent over
mountainous terrain.

Compressors at 200 km intervals, $150 million each.

• Operating costs: 1 per cent of pipeline costs, 4 per cent of compressor costs.



We have examined two pipeline cases, one for 8.25 x 109m3 over a distance of up to
2,000 miles in a small diameter pipeline, and the second for 30 x 109m3, over a
greater distance, in a large diameter pipeline.

ForLNG:

• Liquefaction plant: 3 x 2 ratpa trains at $700 million per train, four tanks at S75
million each.

• Jetty, utilities, etc: S100 million

• Operating costs: 3.5% of capital cost.

Vessel: S250 million each; 19 knot speed.

• Operating costs: $6 million p.a. per vessel.

Regasification facility: S700 million, to handle 8.25 x 109m3 p.a.

Suez Canal fee (where appropriate): $0.25/MMBtu.

For the small pipeline, costs over a distance of 1,000 miles are lower than for LNG,
but over a distance of 1,500 miles, LNG has a distinct cost advantage. At 2,000
miles distance, the large diameter pipeline offers the low-cost solution, with the
cross-over point being a little less than 3,000 miles. At any greater distance, LNG
appears to offer significant cost advantages.
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ABSTRACT

The Japanese approach to financing LNG Projects has
been what could be called a combined purchase and finance system
which has been arranged mainly at the initiative of Japan's Sogo
Shosha (general trading companies) with the support of Japanese
governmental financial agencies and a purchase commitment from
Japanese utilities.

In the QATARGAS project, despite it being the first
greenfield LNG project in the decade since North West Shelf
Australia LNG project, financing for the LNG plant phase has been
successfully arranged through Japanese financing.

The structuring of the financial facilities for the
QATARGAS project seems to have lessons for the future
development of the next generation of greenfield LNG projects.
Discharge of the parties' liability, proper sharing of the risk burden
and reconfirmation of the spirit of mutual understanding and trust
among the parties concerned are key factors for the success of any
new LNG project in the future.



The Japanese Approach To Financing LNG Projects

1. Introduction

The theme for today being "The Japanese Approach To Financing LNG

Projects", I would like to review Japan's past financing to LNG projects,

looking at its characteristics; then talk on how the recently structured

Qatargas financing can be placed in this context; and in conclusion give

some personal views on several issues that financing for future new LNG

projects will face.

2. Japan's LNG Financing Experience

(1) A Survey Of Japan's LNG Trade

Japan's natural gas imports all take place in the form of LNG, and

though the quantity of 39 million tons imported in 1992 was less

than 3% of the world's production of natural gas, Japan is the

world's main LNG user, accounting for a little under 70% of the

world's LNG trade.

The LNG business is a capital intensive one, in which all the stages

- the exploration and development of natural gas, and its

liquefaction, shipping and reception - form a chain, and in

organising a project the long-term participation of the numerous

parties concerned and the procurement of enormous amounts of

capital are essential.



The LNG transaction has the unique business characteristic that the

sellers and buyers are connected individually, and that once the

partners join the chain they become a group bound together by a

common fate.

At present the supply of LNG to Japan is carried out from 6

countries and 7 projects. These are, in order of time, Alaska

(imports starting in 1969), Brunei (1972), Abu Dhabi (1977),

Indonesia (Badak and Arun, 1977), Malaysia (1983), and Australia

(1989).

Of these, Japanese financing has been brought into 6 projects, all

except Alaska. Also, as we will see late, the principal source of

Japanese finance is J-EXIM co-financing, of which J-EXIM takes a

70 to 80% share.

(2) Characteristics Of Japanese Financing

I wish briefly to review the particular characteristics of past

Japanese financing to LNG projects targeting Japan.

With regard to financing to LNG projects, discrete financing is

often structured that reflects the separate ownership of the 3 phases

of gas development, liquefaction and shipping. Past Japanese

financing to LNG projects has mainly been to the liquefaction

phase, and partly because of the data's compatibility, I shall limit

my analysis here to financing to the liquefaction phase.

CO



i) Financing Structure And The Bearing Of Finance Risk

Past LNG financing structures will be grouped into the 3 classes

below to reflect the LNG venture's configuration.

a) Japanese Sponsor (Japanese Trading Company) Loan To A

Joint Venture

Instances include Brunei, Abu Dhabi and Malaysia (initially).

In this class there are instances where the Japanese sponsor

alone provides an additional 3rd party loan (Abu Dhabi,

Malaysia) as well as a loan in accordance with the sponsor's

share (Brunei). In all cases, finance risk was borne by the

sponsors in accordance with their share.

There are also cases where, as in the instance of Malaysia

(initially), J-EXIM has directly financed the gas producing

country's portion of the sponsor loan, with a guarantee from

the country's government.

b) Loan By A Japanese Special Purpose Company To An LNG

Venture Party (Governmental Institution)

Indonesia's case is of this type; a Japanese special purpose

company, JILCO, provided a major portion of the funds

required for the liquefaction phase to the LNG venture party

(owning the gas and liquefaction plant), Pertamina.



JILCO is a finance company whose main shareholders are

Japanese electric power and gas enterprises. This is the only

case in which Japanese LNQ users have participated in the

financing.

The background to the construction of this special finance

scheme was that the development was considered at the

height of the first oil shock, and promoted at the Japanese

initiative to secure alternative energy to oil.

In the financing to Indonesia's projects, finance risk was

covered in Japan by users and governmental institution

guarantees. Two loans - off shore and on shore, differing in

the placement of finance risk, have been implemented based

on the mediation of a special purpose company, JILCO.

c) The Provision Of Funds By Share Portion In An

Unincorporated Joint Venture

This is the case of the North West Shelf Australia LNG

project; each sponsor bore 1/6 of the funding required for

each of the phases - gas development, liquefaction plant and

shipping. Project finance by J-EXIM itself was introduced

for the first time, in the financing for the Japanese sponsor

portion.

ii) Japanese Governmental Financing As The Main Source Of

Finance

(*>



In almost every financing to LNG projects targeting Japan (the

only exception being Indonesia's Train F), J-EXIM co-financing

has been the principal funding source.

Government-sector backup systems, such as guarantees by

JNOC (Japan National Oil Corporation) and insurance from

MITI (Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry), in

addition to financial support through J-EXIM, have also played

an important role in promoting the participation of Japan's

commercial banks in the financing of resource development.

These systems have been implemented as part of the

government's policy to secure energy resources for Japan.

iii) The 2 Big Players In The Structuring Of Japanese Finance

The parties that have constantly taken the initiative in the

structuring of finance from Japan are the Japanese trading

companies and LNG users.

The starting point for structuring the finance is a purchase

commitment based on a long-term contract by Japan's public

utility corporations, which are responsible for supplying electric

power and gas. They have great credit strength and influence

with regard to Japan's trading companies and financial

institutions.



Next, Japans trading companies have played an important

organising role in every case, and after perform themselves the

role of project sponsor, financier, and organizer.

It can be said that the relationship of trust between the public

utility corporations, the trading companies and the banks, which

has been established as a result of their extensive business

relations within Japan, has been a big factor in making possible

the procurement of enormous amounts of capital from Japan.

3. The Significance Of Qatargas Financing

I would like briefly to list its particular characteristics and significance.

(1) The Realization Of The First Middle East Greenfield Project In 20

Years

If the Abu Dhabi project, started before the fust oil shock, is

excluded, the Asia-Pacific region has been the main LNG supply

source to Japan (about 85%). Realization of the Qatargas project

has landmark significance in the history of the LNG trade; in the

sense that Japan has secured a new LNG source in the Middle East,

and that, for Qatar, it is the country's first move into the LNG

business, and the country has built a bridgehead to the Japanese

market.

It is true that, from a financier's perspective, it was a time of great

concern about the treatment of political risk in the Gulf region,



which went through the Gulf War. But it can be said that the

overcoming of this to achieve the project's realization has had a big

effect in raising the value in the international finance world of

business in the Middle East.

In addition, the realization of a greenfield project is the first in

almost 10 years, since the North West Shelf Australia LNG project,

which started in the mid-1980's.

The commitment to depend on a new supply source was a big step

for the Japanese user industry, which has responded principally

through the expansion of, and volume increases from, gas resources

comparatively close to market, such as Indonesia and Malaysia.

(2) Primary Factors In Realizing Project Finance For The Qatargas

Project

From a financing perspective, this case, in which the entire amount

of the 70% debt portion of the total funds required for the

liquefaction phase was provided by J-EXIM co-financing, is,

amongst past cases, close to that of Indonesia. As already touched

upon, Indonesia's case was realized at the height of the first oil

shock in the context of Japan's national policy to urgently secure

alternative energy sources - this is the first all-Japanese financing

since then.

Why has this finance been possible to structure during a period of

low oil prices?



i) First, the existence was confirmed of an abundant and high

quality gas resource in Qatar. Also can be mentioned the Qatari

government's policy of strongly supporting the development

and supply of the gas resource.

ii) Next, a bulk purchase commitment was obtained at an early

stage, the project being matched to the LNG needs from a long-

term perspective of a specific Japanese user, an electric power

company. The company's credit strength and influence within

Japan was then of great assistance in putting together the

finance.

iii) The Japanese trading companies that were members of the

development party provided effective arrangements, standing

between the sponsors, user and financial institutions, and took

the initiative in financing.

iv) Strong governmental support from Japan was obtained with a

view to diversifying LNG sources and ensuring a new long-term

supply source. In particular, when the MITI insurance system

and JNOC guarantee system were expanded, the untied direct

loan from J-EXIM was included in the context of implementing

the Japanese government's new fund cooperation plan for

returning the country's trade surplus.

There are no past examples of a scheme where this degree of

Japanese governmental support has been mobilised.
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v) In realizing the project finance, the resourceful efforts of the

Japanese arranging banks, have been a vital factor.

(3) A Symbol Of Strengthening Economic Cooperation Between Japan

And Qatar

It is obvious that giving effect to the national interest in securing the

important overseas resources required by Japan was the main

reason that strong Japanese governmental support was obtained but

it is also a fact that the policy aim of promoting more extensive

economic cooperation between Japan and Qatar came into play as

well.

The new project, which is based on an enormous amounts of

capital (a sum exceeding half of Qatar's GNP if upstream,

downstream and infrastructure are combined), holds the future fate

of Qatar's economy.

The view clearly exists in Japan's governmental agencies that

support for such a project has great significance for both Japan-

Qatar and Japan-Middle East economic cooperation.

(4) Qatari Government Support - The Key To The Project's Success

The world's energy industry is watching to see whether or not this

project achieves completion and operation on schedule. The strong

support of Qatar's government and QGPC, which has the majority

share, remains indispensable for the project's success.



LNG projects targeting Japan have in the past all achieved smooth

business records. I earnestly hope that, with the players all flexibly

responding, on Qatar's initiative, to problems on the basis of trust

and cooperation, this project will achieve results similar to past

projects.

4. Various Problems LNG Projects In The 21st Century Will Face - From

The Financier's Standpoint

(1) Changes In The Environment For LNG Development And Their

Impact

Abu Dhabi being the exception, past LNG projects for the Japanese

market have been developed with comparatively short-distance gas

producing countries around Southeast Asia and Oceania, where

economic relations with Japan are also close, as their source of

supply. Expansion projects that are based on already established

trading relations, such as those in Indonesia and Malaysia, then

hold considerable weight as supply sources.

But from a long-term perspective it is increasingly necessary to

consider widely spread sources of supply, limits being feared to the

expansion of existing projects, and it becoming harder to secure

existing supply sources that are blessed in their development

environment.

The environment is expected to deteriorate for developing new

projects in the future; factors will include harsh natural conditions,
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the worsening geological condition of the gas source, the

increasing distance of the supply source, and a lack of

infrastructure.

Moreover, circumstances are expected in the market environment

as well that will compel a new response: the multinationalisation of

purchasing countries. The problems faced by project participants

will be extremely big; including a further increase in the enormous

sum of capital required for development, the difficulty of ensuring

project economics, the difficulty of suitably distributing the

swelling project risk, and the response to the country and regional

risk that will accompany the widening spread of supply sources.

At present, there are numerous racers - in the Middle East, Russia,

Alaska, Asia and elsewhere - that have revealed their identity in the

grass-roots LNG development race directed at the Asia market.

Which amongst these will make the finish will be the result of a

complicated race, but it seems to me that the financing for Qatargas

has many lessons for them.

I would like here to limit my comments on financial matters to the

next 2 points. The first is the multinationalisation of buyers, and the

second is the increase in the enormous amount of capital required.

(2) Projects With Multinational Buyers and Japanese Financing
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Past Japanese LNG financing has been to LNG development

projects that plan to supply the entire quantity to Japan.

Such financing has been implemented as part of the so-called

"combined purchase and finance system", backed by governmental

financial support system.

But it can be expected that new large-scale projects of the future

will be projects in which multinational buyers are incorporated

from the outset.

It will become increasingly necessary for the Japanese users to

avoid excessive dependence on a specific source. On the other

hand, high growth being predicted in LNG demand in East Asian

countries other than Japan, it is expected that buyers will become

increasingly multinational.

How far the participation of Japanese financing can be counted

upon in projects where the Japanese user is no more than one of

the buyers and who in these cases will take the initiative in

financing arrangements will be new issues.

Responses to future instances of multinational buyers will probably

be considered case-by-case, and be discussed according to the 2

viewpoints below. One is the view based on the national interest in

providing an appropriate portion of the funds considering the

offtake share; the other is the view that positive support ought to be

provided beyond Japan's offtake, the development of new supply



sources being important also for maintaining the demand-supply

balance for the entire Asia region.

In circumstances where it is expected that the rapid growth of

Asia's economies will continue in the future, and that the degree of

interdependence between Japan's enterprises and Asia's markets

will heighten further, the importance is indicated of maintaining the

energy balance for the entire Asia region, preserving the

environment and securing clean energy sources. The necessity will

probably be urged for changing Japan's support system for

securing overseas resources from a single country system to a

regional system that takes into account all Asia.

(3) The Difficulty Of Procuring Enormous Amounts Of Capital

(The Diversification Of Funding Sources)

In the realization of new large-scale projects, how to procure the

enormous amounts of capita) necessary will be a key point, and the

diversification of financing sources will be required.

With the wide variety of financing sources, it is possible that

financing from buyer countries other than Japan will also become

an important funding source. If the developer state is a country in

the progress of development, the introduction of government-based

funds for the construction of infrastructure can be considered.

But in these cases of mixed financing, much more complicated

negotiations will be necessary for the construction of the security



package and intercreditor's agreement, and a stronger initiative will

be required from the sponsors.

(Expectations Concerning Project Finance)

Who will bear the finance risk, and how a credible guarantee

package will be constructed are key factors for attracting finance.

From the beginning, risk sharing has been carried out case-by-case

between the seller side, the buyer side and the banks that permit

high risk /high return.

As the amount of funding becomes increasingly huge, the

expectations increase for project finance, in which repayment

credibility is found in the project itself.

The risk analysis of LNG projects does not particularly differ from

that of other resource projects, it being proven that LNG projects

are technically sound and feasible. However, these projects have

the special characteristic that investments are to a linked system,

called a chain, that is composed of several sectors in which the

sponsors or jurisdictions differ. The lender must confirm that each

sector is well designed and engineered, and that a perfect

agreement has been effected between all the parties. Should these

conditions be confirmed it can be said that the venture is qualified

for project finance.

Accordingly there is a decisive difference in the evaluation of

project risk, depending on whether it is an expansion project in

regions and by parties with an established record, or a new project
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in new regions and by new participants. The financier's evaluation

of the risks differs even for projects that have the same economics,

depending on who will do the project and on what the records are

like of the participants, all the way to that of the buyer.

In the future, additional support from the sponsors will be required

for new projects. In particular, it being expected that a response

will be difficult to the political risk in new regions, the support of

the government in the gas producing country will be vital.

In the financing of giant LNG projects in the future, however the

technical coordination of the banking sector will increasingly play

an important role, and it will be expected that banks with an

expertise in project financing will participate in an innovative way

in project risk sharing.

To conclude, the characteristics of the LNG trade - that both the

seller and the buyer as well as the financier are incorporated over

the long-term in an LNG chain, and that once they embark on the

same boat they are obliged to entrust their fate to it - will probably

not change in the future. I believe mutual understanding, trust and

cooperation are essential between the suppliers and consumers of

LNG.

On that basis, it will be possible for the banking sector to take part

as the third important player, in promoting the development and

use of valuable LNG resources kind to the earth's environment.


